Fixed Issues ‑ SLX ‑ 7.5 SP1	2/18/2009


	

Administrator
1‑47269
Admin ‑ Add Help content to explain that when copying a team to another team, the departments from the original team do not 
copy too.

1‑62821
Failed to parse SQL when creating a team with an apostrophe in the name

1‑62979
Web client does not prompt user to change password if it does not meet the requirements of the password policy.

1‑64682
Float data types changed to Currency data type during upgrade

1‑65042
It takes a long time to load the Admin user profile in Administrator when the Admin user has access to a large number of groups

1‑65230
Optimize Plugin list to delay load until the actual data is needed

1‑65887
Localization - RU ‑ Wrong encoding of names of Calculated fields

1‑66177
Admin help topics contradict one another

Advanced Outlook Integration
1‑66896
Incorrect help file in build 1638

Architect
1‑64307
"Error: License key 'License key name' caused an exception: Illegal characters in path.

1‑64427
In the help files, several links to "related topics" display an HTML path rather than a "friendly" link.

1‑65093
Legacy Architect Help menu link for Developer Reference ‑ message for when reference not found needs changing

1‑65097
Confirm that Architect Help menu command Developer Reference works and update "Downloading ...Reference" help topic

1‑65324
Localization - List of reports do not follow the localized groups on Architect

1‑66272
SLXProfiler.chm has a corrupt topic

Build
1‑64620
AA: Error when user selects to Generate Rules Configuration without first choosing to Build Web Platform

Bundle Model
1‑64545
Manifest: receive unhandled exception trying to drag/ drop over a support file from the VFS explorer

Campaigns
1‑67596
"Type mismatch in NHibernate.Expression.LikeExpression: StartDate expected type System.DateTime, actual type System.String" error adding a campaign response in the Web Client

Customer Portal
1‑64267
Customer Portal Enh ‑ allow entities other than tickets (Assets, Returns) in the Customer Portal

Database
1‑64407
When a new float field is added to a table in DBManager (in Architect) the field is being changed to currency (255,4)

1‑67055
Upgrade docs incorrectly reference MSDE installation option for remotes

Documentation
1‑59710
There's nothing in the Templates section about working with Custom Fields, Opportunity Product, SQL, and Literals, etc...

1‑60349
The web implementation guide is incorrect in regards to shutting down and unloading the Slxweb.dll for the Web

Entity
1‑59620
After user selects to delete a Parent/Child relationship, the relationship item remains until user restarts AA

1‑60273
Relationship xml file: if the parent/childPropertyId field cannot be resolved, receive error trying to open relationship (or entity)

1‑64037
Custom entity: when trying to save data in web client, receive error when CreateDate/User (or ModifyDate/User) appear on the 
custom forms

1‑64275
Application Architect: multiple custom controls blank when changing the ControlID of the first control created

1‑64659
AA: Deleting an Action business rule in an entity is not removed until AA is restarted or the rule is first saved before deleted

1‑64787
Procedures entity: unable to set link on group column in ListView ‑ can't open detail view

1‑64981
OnCreate Event in Web does not fire on a new record.

1‑66489
When Picklist is set to allow multiple selections the Picklist dropdown does not have a scroll bar in the web client.

1‑66841
AA ‑ Entity Property: "An application exception has occurred" occurs when trying to add a New Before/After Change Event to an 
Entity property

1‑66948
Dialog based lookups fail on insert forms

Entity Designer
1‑65727
Localization - FRA: "Next" button and "Cancel" button are un-localized in "New Entity Wizard" window.

Entity
1‑65343
Localization - Translated values for relationship don't  work

1‑65402
Localization - DEU: "Class Browser" dialog is un-localized.

1‑65735
Localization - DEU: "Cancel" button is not localized in the "New Business Rule Step" dialog.

Entity Page
1‑62927
Dialog Workspace: include Toolbar in this workspace

1‑64696
New Page Wizard: when creating an Entity Page via the wizard, the Page Alias should not be read‑only

Forms Designer
1‑64535
C# Snippet Action Item name misdirects the user

1‑64601
Localization - AA New QuickForms Wizard not translated

1‑64632
Localization - AA Form Designer "Insert" RMB menu not translated

1‑65373
Localization - FRA: All the pages of "New Form Wizard" are un-localized.

Help
1‑64514
AA: Help content for Copy Assemblies does not include help on the function for the Tools item Copy Assemblies

Import Wizard
1‑63548
Import Wizard does not import special characters after updating Data Definitions

Installs
1‑59232
When using an XP "all‑in‑one" environment, the patch fails with an error when installing the Web Host piece

1‑59696
Localization - DE ‑ Patch Network Image dialog not localized

1‑64565
The LAN_Bin and installs have an older version of the Interop.SLXSystem.dll, than what is in the Release folder.

1‑64784
AA: When opening AA, the message, "Loading Sahara Upgrade Module" is displayed and includes the release code name

1‑67292
Disconnected Web - when installed on Vista with no Service Pack, Datalink Manager fails to create link to remote database

Intellisync
1‑64666
Intellisync: User receives "Index was outside the bounds of the array." error when syncing a modified recurring activity.

1‑64746
Events deleted in Outlook are being recreated when using Intellisync configured for full synchronization

1‑66043
Intellisync does not connect to the server hosting the Intellisync portal unless the Web Host license is active/installed.

1‑66462
Serverhost.exe on remote client closes with an error every 8‑10 minutes

1‑66980
Intellisync set to Automatically sync will remove Contact from Outlook when the category is cleared.

Localization
1‑60497
Localization - Some strings are not localized on the AA Install Bundle dialog

1‑65200
Localization - AA Compiler options not translated

1‑65350
Localization - FRA: An exception to the application occurred while creating an entity.

1‑65404
Localization - DEU: The right click menu is not localized in the "New Mashup" page.

1‑65405
Localization - FRA: The tool bar and right click menu in "Account Timeline" page are un-localized.

1‑65406
Localization - FRA: Some strings in "Select a Project to Compare Against" window are Un-localized.

1‑65407
Localization - DEU: Some strings are un-localized in the "Portal Page Wizard" dialog.

1‑65408
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized in the "New Package" page.

1‑65409
Localization - FRA: Some strings in "Select Project Backup File" window are Un-localized.

1‑65410
Localization - FRA: The right click menu of "Form" page is un-localized.

1‑65411
Localization - FRA: The "Properties" tab and other tab name under "New Manifest1" page are un-localized.

1‑65412
Localization - DEU: Some strings are not localized in the "System Data Type Editor" dialog.

1‑65413
Localization - FRA: The AA "Find/Replace" dialog is un-localized.

1‑65414
Localization - FRA: The tab name and two drop‑down lists are un-localized under "New Manifest" tab.

1‑65415
Localization - DEU: Some strings are not localized in the "New Manifest" page.

1‑65417
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized under "Bundle Items" tab.

1‑65418
Localization - FRA: The folder name and the right click menu are un-localized.

1‑65474
Localization - DEU: The window title is not localized in the "Edit Build Settings" dialog.

1‑65475
Localization - DEU: "Select Plugin" dialog is not localized.

1‑65476
Localization - DEU: "Propagate ADO Connection" message dialog is not localized.

1‑65477
Localization - DEU: Dialogs not localized under the Actions tab of the Manifest edit dialog

1‑65480
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "Import into Project" window.

1‑65481
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "Edit Project Workspace" window.

1‑65482
Localization - FRA: Some items are un-localized in right click menu of tree menu.

1‑65640
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "AccountOpportunities" tab.

1‑65641
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "InsertAccount" tab.

1‑65642
Localization - FRA: Some strings and right click menu on AA "AddEditAccountProuct" tab are un-localized.

1‑65643
Localization - FRA: The controls are missing in the "New Account Relationship" dialog.

1‑65644
Localization - FRA & DEU: Some icons of the tabs are missing on the Option card in the "Sage SalesLogix" page.

1‑65652
Localization - FRA: The "Go To Line" dialog is un-localized.

1‑65656
Localization - FRA: Some strings in “Select Start Change Date" dialog are un-localized.

1‑65657
Localization - FRA: The buttons are un-localized in "Install Bundle" window.

1‑65658
Localization - DEU: Some buttons are un-localized in "New Entity Wizard" dialog.

1‑65726
Localization - FRA: The "Additional Information" text field is un-localized.

1‑65728
Localization - DEU: "Show Invalid items" button is not localized in "Bundle Items" tab.

1‑65732
Localization - FRA: String "Include" is un-localized in "Package" tab of the "New Package" window.

1‑65739
Localization - DEU: The Tooltip is un-localized in the "New Entity Wizard" dialog.

1‑66009
Localization - DEU: "Advanced" tab is not localized in the "Data Link Properties" Dialog.

1‑66030
Localization - Can't resize dialog to fix truncation

1‑66032
Localization - Can't resize dialog controls on "SalesLogix Extended"  tab

1‑66033
Localization - FRA: Truncation exists on "Build Settings" tab of "New Package" page.

1‑66240
Localization: Application Entity right click menus in AA are not translating

Logging Server
1‑63350
Que file is saved to failed folder after Attachment is deleted from SalesLogix.

Mail Merge
1‑54247
Citrix Enh: Need MailMerge to use SLX PathManager to store temporary MM files

1‑59805
Cannot select SalesLogix contacts as recipients in 'Output To' when performing a mail merge

1‑63234
Mail Merge to a Lead with address labels configured causes a Crystal Reports Error.

1‑64264
The "Generate Address Label" feature is enabled even though we don't have Crystal Report installed

1‑67589
Localization - FRA/DEU: Mail Merge ‑ 'add template' confirmation message not translating

Marketing
1‑59811
Lead sources are not carried over to the contact when a lead is converted to a contact/account

1‑66211
Unable to properly add a contact group to a campaign where the groupname contains a comma

OLE DB Provider
1‑63386
The "Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server" should not be an option to select in the Connection Manager

1‑65115
Type Mismatch errors when performing calculations using data from a custom table

1‑67270
Modify User updating records as ADMIN instead of the correct user

Opportunities (LAN)
1‑63672
When you create a sales order on the web it doesn't require you to put in a Ship Via entry, however, if you create a sales order on the LAN client then it's a mandatory field.

Outlook
1‑64253
Send to SLX does not correspond to the correct Contact and Account if different Ticket is selected before sending

Personal Web Server
1‑64861
Windows does not shut down when Sage Personal Web Server is running

1‑66685
Disconnected Web - SpeedSearch does not work, gives server error

Portal
1‑64721
AA: Last Deployed Date is not wide enough to contain entire text

1‑64835
Deploy portal: Exception of type 'System.OutofMemory.Exception' was thrown ... AA not releasing memory properly

1‑65374
Localization - FRA: All the pages in "Portal Wizard" window are un-localized.

Portal Manager
1‑56761
When upgrading to SP1, there is no check for changes that have been done to portals ( Full build required) .

Portal Page
1‑65376
Localization - FRA: The AA Authentication Provider drop‑down list in Lead Capture 'Advanced' tab is empty and creates 4 warning messages.

1‑65401
Localization - FRA: All the strings in "Master Page Content Mapping Editor" dialog are un-localized.

1‑65965
Localization - FRA: Truncation occurs on "Portal Page Wizard" window.

Process Orchestration
1‑65675
Custom SalesLogix Workflow Object Property Descriptions not filled out in Visual Studio 2008

Project Workspace Manager
1‑64816
AA: Calculating the number of files to copy dialog remains open during entire workspace creation

Reports
1‑61550
On the LAN client, within Reports, if you click the edit button and your screen isn't maximized, you can't get to all the conditions 
options.

1‑66961
Date Range on report does not return correct number of records

1‑67382
Crystal reports fail when run against a group containing a condition of "CONTACT.LITREQUEST.FillDate does not contain data"

Sales Client
1‑42816
Exporting to Excel 2003 may changes values when using European regional settings

1‑56869
When a report is re‑released to the same person, all filters are lost

1‑59582
The Move Contact screen defaults to Copy contact when it should default to Move contact

1‑60206
"An error occurred executing active form script (Campaign:Stages Tasks). Multiple‑step operation generated errors. Check each 
status value." error  occurs when adding more than 64 chars to Campaign Stage Description

1‑60459
Localization - Report names not localized

1‑61071
Groups ‑ Remove Client Settings "Create a temporary group on insert or hyperlink" in Administrator.

1‑61734
Drag email to contact on Account level saves to primary contact instead of highlighted contact

1‑62264
Incorrect History and Activity Items after a move when using sync with remote and network clients

1‑63256
"Cannot focus a disabled or invisible window" error when performing a custom lookup

1‑63459
If you edit a single instance of a recurring activity and change the alarm, doesn't create exception

1‑63681
An unhandled exception ('Script Breakpoint') occurred in SalesLogix.exe

1‑63897
Groups show as many times as they are shared to teams the user has access to

1‑64088
Title bar in the calendar view has a font that is too large to display properly.  Only one half of the text is visible.

1‑64375
Error message when more than one attachment added to notes

1‑64493
Complete history dialog displays behind the LAN client in certain scenarios when using SendSLX

1‑64521
Associating assets to returns functions differently in Web vs. LAN

1‑64583
INTL: The IsMailing and IsPrimary fields in Lead_Address table are populated with a W instead of a T on German SLX

1‑64592
Group returns no results when condition contains apostrophe in value

1‑64613
Create new group missing when creating a new group for Campaigns by right clicking the campaign left navigation menu

1‑64633
When right mouse button on a completed activity for a lead with attachment, "There is no attachment to view" is displayed.

1‑64785
When scheduling an activity in the LAN the opportunity and ticket lookups will default to blank returning no results and if the lookup is clicked all of the Opportunities or Tickets will be returned.

1‑64818
View Attachment from the Notes/History tab does not bring up the attachment associated to a completed activity.

1‑64927
Error calling method cboSalesProcessChangeError in IDispatch.Invoke(): 0x80020101

1‑64949
Localization - Export to Excel from Dashboard not working on LAN client

1‑64967
Localization - Un-translated terms on a generated Ticket e‑mail

1‑65007
Sales Client: Buttons that have text on them have a different color behind the text then the rest of the button.

1‑65076
Multiple Lead Qualifications entered in succession may not display correct data until refresh

1‑65176
When user adds an attachment to an activity from SLX LAN Client, and clicks save  the post back is not updating the ModifyDate in the ACTIVITY table.

1‑65207
Localization - Un-localized option on LAN client Report dialog

1‑65212
Localization - Buttons on finish activity dialog are not active on FR localized LAN client

1‑65254
Localization - Calendar Reports time format does not match Calendar time format

1‑65273
Write/Letter using e‑mail does not attach the attachment to the Ticket

1‑65274
Phone number lookups fail to locate numbers with spaces in them (such as international numbers)

1‑65275
Error when running the purge records wizard where the group doesn't contain a name field in the layout

1‑65276
INTL ‑ (Russian) Mail Merge display names of fields and tables display incorrectly if not CP1252. Displays correctly in Query 
Builder.

1‑65318
Incorrect event can be deleted even when the correct event is highlighted.

1‑65328
Localization - Print Detail Report menu option fails

1‑65334
Members tab on new activity does not display busy time for anyone other than the leader

1‑65359
Schedule activity from Account view using toolbar does not generate conflict warning when activities overlap

1‑65964
Localization - Un-translated buttons on Schedule Phone Call

1‑66010
Localization - In the activity‑windows headline, the activity type is not translated

1‑66140
Follow up Activity does not populate ticketid from primary activity

1‑66298
More than one statement is run against the attachment table when a contact record loads the attachment tab.

1‑66337
Date/Time data being displayed differently in a group layout between Web Customer Portal and Network Client if the column is set to display with format of 'c

1‑66563
When completing an activity with a Follow Up for a Ticket, the "Ticket:" text is blank but a link is present

1‑66697
User can delete the Shared groups (Both Normal and Adhoc group).

1‑66761
The activity color displays as the leader's color instead of the member's when the member is logged in and is displaying his own 
and the leader's activities

1‑66791
Update Help file with " Display distinct groups only"

1‑66939
Global Activity Support Script does not run Application_BeforeCompleteActivity when trying to complete multiple Activities.

1‑66972
Activity reminder screen does not display all of the notes for the activity

1‑67134
SP1 ‑ Beta1 ‑ Contracts run time error w/Covered Assets form

1‑67376
Script error may pop when creating a new marketing campaign on the LAN client

1‑67541
Export Group to Excel results in incorrect number for integer in Spanish 

1‑67544
Re: SP1 ‑ Web + LAN ‑ Single quotes in group condition

SpeedSearch Client
1‑55260
Searching for a Problem Solution pulls back all Solutions in the database

SpeedSearch Service
1‑48435
Altering the logging directories causes the Document SpeedSearch index to not re‑index correctly

1‑66597
"Unable to retrieve search path from server: Failed to get SpeedSearch Server interface from SLXServer. Server: Port:l;Pa" using 
SpeedSearch in Customer Portal

Sync Client
1‑64500
"Unable to Compress file xxxx‑yyyyyyy.xxxx.  Cancelling operation." during sync on remote client

1‑64726
Sync Client ‑ failure to apply data in a particular scenario

Sync Server
1‑66883
Data is not applying properly at the host when conflict resolution is set to made the most recent change

1‑66946
Data is not properly applying to the Host, When Conflict Resolution is set to is owner of the record

Web Client
1‑54957
Web: When an Account is set to be 'View Only', users are able to edit the Account

1‑56054
Web: Tooltips appear in Ticket Detail View with incorrect description and not consistent

1‑56492
Server error in Web Client when user clicks on Calendar if the user has access to over 2,100 other user calendars

1‑57156
Web: Opportunities Snapshot ‑ Reason Won hyperlink disappears

1‑58426
You can get the "Unsaved Data" warning when it should not show

1‑58948
Web: Account.LastHistoryDate and Account.LastHistoryBy fields are not updating

1‑58988
Web: Follow up field in history detail is removed after selecting Cancel in save dialog.

1‑59255
Web: Inappropriate message pops when attempting to save a new lead record

1‑59295
Web: Insert Note does not return to correct view

1‑59625
Web: When a new Stage is added to a Campaign, the record won't show in the Stages/Tasks data grid until the Web Client is 
refreshed. 

1‑59639
Via Schedule‑>Complete an Activity, if you clear contact, acc, opp, or ticket, data reappears

1‑60122
Web: Not getting "You have unsaved data" message when schedule activity and update info via any of the tabs

1‑60989
Web: When you add a sales order and save it without entering in a PO number no PO number is displayed.  If you then add 
another SO the first SO you created gets a PO number.

1‑61200
Web: Schedule activity ‑ default search expression for TACO and lead lookups should be Contains

1‑61202
Web: Schedule‑>Complete an activity ‑ default search expression for TACO lookups should be Contains

1‑61619
Web ‑ Dashboards: Layout template should be displayed as a picture.

1‑61717
Web: Unable to set a default owner when importing leads

1‑61862
Web: In the Ticket Activity tab view, if text is entered into the Comments field, and the Advanced button is selected then the text 
entered into the Comments field don't carry over to the Insert Ticket Activity form.

1‑62013
Web: Export to Excel ‑ when filters are set all records are exported

1‑62120
Disconnected Web Client does not allow for manual subscriptions to accounts

1‑62417
Web: Saving a filtered Summary Group saves all records

1‑62786
Web: Even though user doesn't have edit access to history record or note, should still be able to perform follow up (like LAN)

1‑62854
Web: When the Defect Detail Status field is changed, user must do a refresh after the <Save> command is executed in order for 
the change to be updated in the Audit Trail tab view.

1‑63096
Web - When creating a local join using the Template Manager, Create Local Join dialog and not selecting a To Field will cause the error To Field Not Set to open behind the dialogs.

1‑63125
The "Web Access" checkbox is unchecked in LAN client when it has been checked in Web client.

1‑63185
Web: It's not possible to perform follow ups if you complete multiple activities via Activity Reminder

1‑63260
Web: The lead Import History Duplicates and History tabs needs to have the data grids enlarged a bit

1‑63296
Web: Leads cannot be viewed after converting a qualified lead

1‑63376
Web: If activity is timeless do not display a duration in A/C/O list view or activities list view (all tabs)

1‑63437
Web: When selecting a product you don't have the option of selecting the price level (Wholesale, MSRP, etc..)

1‑63465
Web: Most campaigns in the Eval db have blank records in the Opportunities view

1‑63498
Web: Summary email icon when no address exists

1‑63509
Web: In the Insert Campaign and Campaign Detail, the Lead Source Lookup icon appears as the drop down ellipses rather than the magnifying glass

1‑63512
Web: Deleting a Primary/Shipping address warning message needs refining

1‑63520
Web: Show contact button required for Look for Matching contacts

1‑63531
Web: Edits to a single instance of a recurring activity are initially wiped out  in certain scenarios
Workaround: When first come into single instance, immediately save. Then do edits and save.

1‑63536
Web: When an Asset is added from the Account ‑> Assets tab view, the Web Client must be refreshed in order to have the record show up in the grid.

1‑63560
Localization - Missing translations on the Welcome screen

1‑63728
Web: When associating a Product to Defect, then removing it, and adding the same Product again, it will not display in the Defect ‑> Product grid.

1‑63832
Web: In the Insert Ticket ‑> Account Lookup, the Phone Number field is not displaying the numbers as U.S. format

1‑63836
Web: When a Ticket Activity is accessed via the Ticket Detail ‑> Ticket Activity tab view, then access the Recently Viewed Drop 
down, the sub menu reads as sage.saleslogix.enties.ticketactivies

1‑63890
Web: When a user punches into a Ticket, then the Ticket Timeline is viewed, the Ticket Activity popup bubble displays the Punch In time as GMT rather than the local time.

1‑63906
Web: User with Edit Calendar Access should not be able to edit another user's personal activity

1‑63952
Web: Welcome Page link inserted after editing associations if selected produces a server error

1‑63954
Web: Welcome Page ‑ a "No Description" hyperlink appears after editing a campaign response

1‑64048
In Oracle Web - Query Builder: Lastnames should be displayed in alphabetical order.

1‑64078
Web; If you have multicurrency on and change the MY Currency value on the Options  ‑ General page, the Fax provider changes from Microsoft to a guid.

1‑64091
Web: When using Vista and sending an email through Write ‑ email using template you get an error.

1‑64114
Web: Activity Reminder not using the same style sheet as the rest of the list views, therefore the row selected color is different 
than everywhere else in the client

1‑64125
Web: IE7 Timeline display lower tabs visible when greater than 16 activities for 1 day

1‑64126
"Request timed out" error on What's New page in Web client

1‑64158
Web: When a Contract with a Type of Hours is associated to a Ticket, and a Ticket Activity exists, the Remaining field in the 
Contract Detail displays 16 decimals out

1‑64177
In Oracle Web - Query Builder: Lastnames should be displayed in alphabetical order.

1‑64191
Web Reset button not working correctly in the Web Client Opportunity Detail View

1‑64233
Web: Country cannot be typed into address field

1‑64270
Web: Oracle Data Filters for list/summary view case sensitive

1‑64321
Web: If you choose more than a handful of reasons won, the reasons extend past the opportunity snapshot box.

1‑64323
Insert Contact ‑ Title Picklist does not work correctly with type ahead\scroll bar

1‑64371
Web: Recently Viewed Import icon missing off Welcome page

1‑64377
Web: The Lookup Account dialog does not match the Lookup Consistency FSD

1‑64379
Web: The Lookup Account dialog launched from the Account Lookup on the Insert Opportunity form does not match the Lookup 
Consistency FSD.

1‑64380
Web: The Lookup Account dialog launched from the ResellerLookup on the Insert Opportunity form does not match the Lookup 
Consistency FSD.

1‑64381
Web: The Lookup Account dialog launched from the Reseller lookup icon on an Opportunity detail view does not match the 
Lookup Consistency FSD.

1‑64382
Web: The Lookup Contact dialog launched from the Contact ‑> Associations tab does not match the Lookup Consistency FSD.

1‑64383
Web: The Lookup Contact dialog launched from the Associate a Contact form does not match the Lookup Consistency FSD.

1‑64384
Web: The Lookup Campaign dialog launched from the Opportunity ‑> Marketing tab does not match the Lookup Consistency FSD.

1‑64386
Export to Excel shows the date/time field as yyyy‑mm‑dd hr:mm:sec GMT

1‑64387
Web: The Lookup Ticket Activity Rate dialog launched from the Edit Ticket Activity form does not match the Lookup Consistency 
FSD.

1‑64388
Web: The Lookup Ticket Activity Rate dialog launched from the Insert Ticket Activity form does not match the Lookup Consistency FSD.

1‑64390
Web: The column headings for Description and Resolution on the Tickets‑>Defects tab are in the wrong columns.

1‑64392
Web: Column heading on Ticket ‑ > Returns tab is misspelled. 'Return' is spelled 'Retun'.

1‑64394
In the web client if an entry is made into a date/time field, saved, and then the user clears the field and saves, it puts the date back in

1‑64429
Web: Legacy tabs/pages will not display in web client.

1‑64433
Web: When a Ticket's Status is set to Closed, the Journal ‑> Completed By field is not updating with the logged in User's name.

1‑64436
Web: Insert Ticket Activities Parts, incorrect part is displayed after selecting the edit link

1‑64453
Web: Adding a lead to a campaign as an import action will result in an incorrect status of 'Responded'

1‑64457
Web: The save icon on the change opportunity currency screen doesn't work.

1‑64482
Web: Cuisine/Interest preferences should leave the field blank if no options are selected

1‑64489
Web: The lead import action "Add Response" view doesn't properly default the Lead Source field

1‑64492
Web: The Response Interest Level Picklist contains a duplicate entry for "High"

1‑64499
 When creating an Ad Hoc group name field should not allow any /\: * ? “ <> | or ‘.It must display  Name Cannot contain: /\: * ? “ <> | or ‘

1‑64501
 When creating an Ad Hoc group name field should not allow any /\: * ? “ <> | or ‘.It must display  Name Cannot contain: /\: * ? “ <> | or ‘

1‑64503
Web: Edit attachments "Save" button 1D

1‑64526
Web - Selecting a default Sales Process does not carry over to new opportunities.

1‑64532
Web ‑ Groups: When in Entity detail view removing a record(last record) from an Ad Hoc group causes Error on page

1‑64534
Web: When associating an Asset to an Account, and it is broken down as three of the same Asset but with three different Serial 
Numbers, only two Assets show up in the datagrid.

1‑64542
Web: Error deleting account when extension table enabled

1‑64546
Web: When attempting to create a Group from selected Contact Targets in the Campaign Targets tab view, message appears as: <The data source was not found> when the Group Type selected is Leads.

1‑64579
Localization - Import Leads wizard layout problem due to long strings

1‑64599
Web: When selecting the Contact link in the Contract ‑> Covered Assets tab view, users are directed to the Lookup Results 
Contact list view group instead of the Contact Detail view.

1‑64608
Web Query Builder‑ When I set a format to Boolean, it still displays as "T" or "F"
 
1‑64611
Web: The Copy Contract function does not carry forward proper data to the new Insert Contract form

1‑64638
Web: When merging a lead with contact and account and the account wins, Contact.Account isn't updated

1‑64643
Web: When doing a lookup from the Opportunity list view and you select certain fields to perform the query by, you get a SQL 
error.

1‑64647
Web: When inserting a New Contact / Account from the "My Workspace" view, the Contact's name is blanked out when selecting <Save> and a message appears as follows: The Contacts Name has not been defined. Inserting a Contact / Account from the "New" menu

1‑64654
Sharing, un-sharing and re‑sharing a group causes a duplication of the Username in the Share box.

1‑64671
Web: The My Workspace menu items do not have static or predicable ID's.

1‑64672
Web: The main view Help menu items do not have static or predicable ID's.

1‑64673
Web: The Refresh and Close button objects on the panels of the My Workspace form do not have static or predicable ID's.

1‑64674
Web: The Help icon object on modal dialogs does not have a static or predicable ID.

1‑64676
Web: The Templates dialog has no static ID's.

1‑64695
Web: The lead import template saves the Default Owner field, and it shouldn't

1‑64698
Web: The lead import wizard should auto populate the lead Assigned Date field with today's date/time

1‑64700
Web: Users are unable to manually enter a numeric value into the Opportunity ‑> Probability field. Only values in the dropdown 
can be used.

1‑64722
Web: The Account lookup says AccountName.  It should just say Account to be consistent with the rest of the app.

1‑64725
Web: The Insert Lead wizard does not populate Lead.AssignDate with current date/time

1‑64728
Web: The campaign Opportunities "Estimated Close" date does not display the correct date

1‑64731
Web - Scheduling a recurring meeting for every other month, the meeting will show up on the incorrect months.

1‑64734
Web: The Lookup Account dialog launched from the Insert Ticket form does not match the Lookup Consistency FSD.

1‑64736
Web: The Lookup Account dialog launched from the Ticket detail view form does not match the Lookup Consistency FSD.

1‑64771
Web: When attempting to perform a Defect lookup using Reported Date as the criteria, error occurs.

1‑64777
INTL Web: Browser error opening the Options view on a German client

1‑64780
Web: In the Ticket Summary view, the Ticket ID displays as an ID rather than text

1‑64790
Web - Scheduling a recurring meeting for every other year, the meeting will show up on the incorrect Dates.

1‑64794
List View for New group added from Common Task is not displaying all records

1‑64796
Web: Lead records added to a campaign to not show up in the Targets grid

1‑64798
Web: Errors display in the Web Client with Active Mail enabled

1‑64805
Web: The lead 'Import Source' data is lost on conversion to contact/account

1‑64806
Complex query group in the LAN Client does not work in the Web Client

1‑64813
Web: Campaign summary view displays just the acc't mgr first name

1‑64845
Web: When in the summary view, the Est. Close date is one day prior to what's on the detail page of that opportunity.

1‑64858
Web: Recurring activities that span past when DST ends display an hour earlier than expected

1‑64864
Campaign Detail View displays an error (object reference not set to an instance of an object) if all the leadsources do not have 
descriptions

1‑64866
Can't edit $0 opportunity product with Multicurrency on

1‑64868
Error display in Web Client when closeprobability is null

1‑64880
INTL: No reports are displayed on a French localized website

1‑64890
7.5.0 Web Add Opportunity Product to new Opportunity returns SQL error when searching description

1‑64893
Web - Right click on the calendar button, select view reminders and the Activity list view is displayed

1‑64921
Web: Write > Address Labels should be disabled in some way. 2

1‑64923
Web: Write > Address Labels should be disabled in some way. 2

1‑64929
Web: Loading a Contact group can take more than 8 min in certain instances

1‑64945
Web> Help ‑ the following error displays in the lower left corner when a topic is opened from the TOC

1‑64952
Localization - Lookup Results Title Not Localized

1‑64954
Localization - Timeless string not localized on Activity Reminders

1‑64955
Localization - Un-translated labels on the web client Activity Queue page 

1‑64957
Localization - Some strings not localized when associating contacts

1‑64958
Localization - Column header not localized

1‑64961
Localization - "Revised" column header not translated on Sales Library view

1‑64964
Localization - Group names in "Show Groups" dialog are not translated

1‑64965
Localization - 'Hide Hidden Fields' link text un-localized after it's clicked

1‑64966
Localization - Group name not localized on "For <groupname> Group" dropdown group menu

1‑64972
Web: Adding a Web URL address to an Account does not update the Contact Web URL

1‑64982
Localization - JavaScript error on Query Builder Local Join dialog (French Only)

1‑64984
Web - Creating a Opportunity group in a certain scenario generates a failed to parse SQL error

1‑65084
Web: Concurrent users are unable to login to web client after HF13 is applied

1‑65101
Localization - Web reports do not filter results, and return all records regardless of the query used

1‑65174
Web: When user adds an attachment to an activity from SLX Web Client, SLX is not updating the ModifyDate in the ACTIVITY 
Table.

1‑65203
Localization - FRA: The time zone controls do not display on a FR localized "Details" tab of "Contact Detail" page.

1‑65204
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "Match Filters" tab of Lead "Search for Duplicates" page.

1‑65205
Localization - FRA: The "Yes" and "No" buttons are un-localized in "No records selected" window.

1‑65206
Localization - FRA: The column names and the items in "Lookup by" dropdown list are un-localized in "Import History" page.

1‑65208
Localization - FRA: The column names and the items in "Lookup by" dropdown list are un-localized in "Lookup Contact" window.

1‑65209
Localization - FRA: Some labels are un-localized in Import Action list box, Step 5 of "Import Lead" wizard.

1‑65210
Localization - FRA: The "Cancel" button is un-localized in "Add Records to new Group" window.

1‑65239
Web: Account ‑ Credit Rating Picklist not sorting by 'Order' property, it's sorting alphabetically

1‑65249
Localization - FRA: The column names are un-localized in web client "Add Opportunity Product" window.

1‑65252
Localization - FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "Calls" tab of "Activities" page.

1‑65256
Localization - FRA: No confirmation message pop up when click "Remove" link in "Products" tab of "Defect Details" page

1‑65257
Localization - DEU: The "Lead" radio button doesn't work in "Insert Note" page

1‑65258
Localization - DEU: The string "Grid Options" is un-localized in the "Group" tab of "Options" page

1‑65260
Localization - DEU: The "Cancel" button is un-localized in "Select a Date and Time" window

1‑65263
Localization - DEU: The "Cancel" button is un-localized in "Add Opportunity Product" window

1‑65265
Localization - DEU: Some strings are un-localized in "Data Filters" box of "Returns" list view

1‑65266
Localization - DEU: Some strings are un-localized in "Edit Opportunity Product" window

1‑65288
Localization - DEU and FRA: Some strings are un-localized in "Template" window of "Literature Request" page

1‑65291
Localization - FRA: The sorting list is un-localized in "Contacts" list view.

1‑65292
Localization - DEU: Truncation appeared on the homepage

1‑65293
Localization - DEU: Truncation on the "Time Zone" page

1‑65323
Localization - DEU: A group exported to Excel is not formatted correctly

1‑65325
Localization - FRA & DEU: Un-localized string displayed in the Leads 'Marketing' dialog

1‑65326
Localization - Address Country Picklist not sorted in alphabetic order on a localized web client

1‑65329
Localization - DEU: New contact note cannot be saved on localized German machine

1‑65330
Localization - DEU: Truncation appeared in the "Options" page

1‑65344
Localization - DEU: Extended characters appear as garbage string in tab name

1‑65345
Localization - DEU: The term "Contact" is un-localized in the campaign detail view 'Targets' tab

1‑65346
Localization - DEU: Un-localized string in Contact detail "Associations" tab

1‑65347
Localization - FRA: The column names and the items in "Lookup by" dropdown list are un-localized in "Lookup Contact" window.

1‑65348
Localization - FRA: Warning message does not pop when creating a duplicate group with extended chars in the name

1‑65349
Localization - DEU: The tooltip is un-localized in the "Associate an account" page

1‑65351
Localization - DEU: The "Continue" button is un-localized in "Personal Activity‑Regarding" window.

1‑65375
Localization - FRA: No warning message box pop up when deleting an account asset record on a French client

1‑65390
Unable to Login to Web Client as Admin

1‑65391
Web Client ‑ Contact Account name not updating after change to Account name

1‑65399
Poor performance changing dates in the Web Client Calendar

1‑65400
Localization - DEU: The items are un-localized in "Opportunity" page

1‑65403
Localization - DEU: "Open tickets" box and "Total tickets" boxes are missing in "Account Service Information" window.

1‑65506
Web: When you email a ticket that hasn't been saved you get an error "Object reference not set to an instance of an object."

1‑65606
Web: Error occurs when saving a Ticket that has a Contract with a Type of Incidents.

1‑65637
Localization - DEU: The localized characters are displayed as garbage string when export to Excel file.

1‑65638
Localization - DEU: Some strings are un-localized under "Open Responses" tab.

1‑65639
Localization - FRA & DEU: Redundant item exists in "status" Drop‑down list on "Campaign" page.

1‑65645
Localization - DEU: The column names and the items in "Lookup by" dropdown list are un-localized in "Lookup Lead Source" window.

1‑65646
Localization - FRA: The pop up message box is un-localized in "User Lookup" window.

1‑65647
Localization - FRA: No confirmation message pops when removing a contract 'Covered Asset' on a French machine

1‑65648
Localization - DEU: Some Tooltips are un-localized in "Activity Reminders" page.

1‑65649
Localization - FRA: The file name with localized characters can't be displayed correctly when open attachment.

1‑65650
Localization - FRA: The Message Box is un-localized in "Lookup Targets" page.

1‑65651
Localization - DEU: The column names and the items in "Lookup by" dropdown list are un-localized in "Lookup Lead" window.

1‑65654
Localization - FRA: The Message Box is un-localized when delete a global join.

1‑65660
Localization - FRA: The string "Add Targets" is truncated in "Lookup Targets" report.

1‑65724
Localization - FRA: The string "None" is un-localized in "Add Task" window.

1‑65731
Localization - DEU: Truncation appears in the "Campaign" page.

1‑65734
Localization - DEU: Speed search does not support local characters.

1‑65736
Localization - FRA: The "Account" option is un-localized in "Data Filters" list box of "Web Portal All Tickets" group.

1‑65952
Web: Cannot load adhoc group with greater than 50 records

1‑66012
Web ‑ Groups: When creating the new group with only '&', the Live Group Viewer is blank

1‑66064
Web: Error emailing via SendSLX where multi‑byte char string exceeding a certain length is in the subject line

1‑66188
Web: When attempting to associate a Defect to a Ticket and the lookup criteria is Description Starting With, no results are 
returned

1‑66320
Web: When creating an activity the drop down in Ticket lookup using Status has no values.

1‑66373
Web: When you associate a ticket with an email, the email doesn't show in the ticket activities tab within a ticket.

1‑66431
Web: Day View of the Calendar does not expand to use the entire view

1‑66463
What's New in the Web Client displaying Activity data it should not be

1‑66545
Localization:The web client 'Local Join' dialog contains an un-translated label

1‑66973
Web: Date Range on report does not return correct number of records

1‑67029
RMA Ship To address does not save after changing associated contact

1‑67056
Web: Unable to export most groups to Excel on a localized web client

1‑67079
Web> Help  needs to use the new transparent Sage SalesLogix lozenge used in the Web Client main window.

1‑67149
Server Error in '/SlxClient' Application ‑ Failed to parse SQL

1‑67151
Modified groups are not being updated if shared.

1‑67195
Web: On the all open tab for activities there is no default sort defined.

1‑67252
Localization - DEU: "Add" button truncated in Options ‑ Opportunities ‑ Products dialog

1‑67269
SLX Web only returns 150 contacts for ad hoc group (New)

1‑67287
Clicking on Options in Web client returns a timeout error: "Request timed out."

1‑67450
Web: Browser error when attempting to update multiple campaign targets

1‑67451
Localization - FRA/DEU ‑ Editing and saving existing note brings up the "Schedule Meeting" screen

1‑67459
Web: When updating campaign targets all records may be altered instead of just the selected ones

1‑67520
Web: First page icon not displayed for account with a large number of contacts

1‑67560
Web: Extended chars are corrupted when importing leads from a file on the web client

1‑67562
Localization - FRA: Groups ‑ Save records to a group message button label not translating.

1‑67719
Web Special Custom Group filters display select all / clear all

WebViewer
1‑65299
WebViewer is unable to change password

Workspaces
1‑55111
Manifest/ Bundle: the InstallPassword should be implemented, with the password encrypted

1‑60483
Localization - AA RMB Menu not localized when viewing an .ASPX file

1‑64431
Manifest/ bundle: implement the 'InsertRecord' action

1‑65267
Null Reference Exception error with Save and Save All via command handlers for IDE Save and Save All, per mobile

	

